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OUTLINE

➤ Light Dark Matter Direct Detection through Molecular 
Excitations 

➤ Detecting Baryonic Forces through a gamma decay 
experiment — GANDHI 

➤ A dark matter accelerator with metastable nuclei



DARK MATTER LANDSCAPE

FIG. 3: Schematic illustration of the complementarity of di↵erent types of experiments in exploring
sharp targets and general regions of interest for hidden-sector DM. Anomalies in data (see Section
III B 5) highlight regions of interest in mediator mass and/or coupling to visible or dark matter; the
red arrows highlight the suggested regions of mediator mass. Blue horizontal arrows for production
mechanisms (see Sections III B 2-III B 4) indicate the parameter regions over which they are viable
(dashed), regions in which they motivate a sharp parameter-space target (solid arrow), and, in
the case of asymmetric DM, a “natural” range where the DM and baryon number densities are
comparable (thick band). Blue and red vertical arrows highlight directions in “theory space” that
have significant impact on detection strategies, while the green vertical arrows indicate the models
to which di↵erent experimental approaches are most sensitive. Direct detection is discussed in
Section IV, accelerator-based experiments in Section VI, and cosmology and nuclear and atomic
physics probes in Section VII.

represents a precise target of interest. For elastically scattering scalar DM charged under a
new force, most of the sub-GeV parameter space for this scenario can be explored by the
next generation of both accelerator and direct detection experiments. If instead the DM is
axially coupled (as a Majorana fermion must be) or scatters inelastically, then direct detec-
tion rates are suppressed by anywhere from 6 to 18 orders of magnitude, while accelerator
production rates are within one to two decades. Therefore, while both techniques can ex-
plore this possibility, only accelerators are able to do so robustly. The converse is true if
the mediator of DM-SM scattering is much lighter than the DM itself. In this case, direct
detection rates are parametrically enhanced by up to 12 orders of magnitude, because of
their low momentum transfer. This opens the possibility of testing the idea that the DM
abundance “freezes in” through DM and SM interactions with a very light mediator, which
would be too weakly coupled to be seen at accelerators.
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CURRENT STATUS OF DM DIRECT DETECTION

FIG. 8: Left: Constraints and projections (90% c.l.) for the DM-nucleon scattering cross
section. Thick gray lines are current world-leading constraints [108, 116, 129, 130]. Projections are
shown with solid/dashed/dotted lines indicating a short/medium/long timescale, respectively, with
the same meaning as in Fig. 6. Blue lines denote the DoE G2 experiment projections. Yellow region
denotes the WIMP-discovery limit from [131] extended to lower masses for He-based experiments.
Right: As in left plot, but focused on the 100 MeV to 10 GeV DM mass range.
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FIG. 9: Constraints from direct-detection experiments (solid lines), colliders and indirect detection
(labelled, dashed), and projections for new experiments (labelled, dashed/dotted lines) for the
spin-dependent scattering cross section for protons or neutrons o↵ nuclei. Constraints
are shown from PICO-60 [116], LUX [132], PICO-2L [133], PICO-60 CF3I [134], and IceCube [135].
Projections from PICO (proton) and LZ (neutron) are also shown [115]. The expected background
from atmospheric, supernova and solar neutrinos in both xenon and C3F8 is shown by the shaded
regions [131].
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FIG. 8: Left: Constraints and projections (90% c.l.) for the DM-nucleon scattering cross
section. Thick gray lines are current world-leading constraints [108, 116, 129, 130]. Projections are
shown with solid/dashed/dotted lines indicating a short/medium/long timescale, respectively, with
the same meaning as in Fig. 6. Blue lines denote the DoE G2 experiment projections. Yellow region
denotes the WIMP-discovery limit from [131] extended to lower masses for He-based experiments.
Right: As in left plot, but focused on the 100 MeV to 10 GeV DM mass range.

FIG. 9: Constraints from direct-detection experiments (solid lines), colliders and indirect detection
(labelled, dashed), and projections for new experiments (labelled, dashed/dotted lines) for the
spin-dependent scattering cross section for protons or neutrons o↵ nuclei. Constraints
are shown from PICO-60 [116], LUX [132], PICO-2L [133], PICO-60 CF3I [134], and IceCube [135].
Projections from PICO (proton) and LZ (neutron) are also shown [115]. The expected background
from atmospheric, supernova and solar neutrinos in both xenon and C3F8 is shown by the shaded
regions [131].
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FIG. 1. Constraints on a sub-GeV scalar mediator, given in terms of the effective scalar-nucleon coupling yn.
In the top panel, we assume that the nucleon interaction is generated by a �-top coupling and in the bottom
panel, we assume it is generated by a �-gluon coupling (for instance from a heavy colored fermion). We show
limits from fifth force [68] and neutron scattering searches [69] (orange), rare meson decays (green), and stellar
cooling limits from HB stars [70] (red), RG stars [70] (purple) and SN1987A (blue).
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Source:1709.07882, Knapen, Lin, Zurek



LIMITS ON MODELS FROM MEDIATORS
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FIG. 5. Direct detection cross section as function of the dark matter mass, where the mediator mass is
m� = 10�3m�. We show the case that � is all the dark matter (left) and where � composes 5% of the dark
matter (right). In the former case y� is fixed by saturating the self-interaction constraint, while in the latter
case we take y� = 1 and assume � is a complex scalar with an asymmetric relic abundance. The blue lines
indicate the projected reach with superfluid helium in the multi-phonon and nuclear recoil modes [50], assuming
that the nuclear recoil mode includes energies from 3 meV up to 100 eV. We also show projected reach for color
centers [39], where in this case we show their sensitivity for the massless mediator limit.
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FIG. 6. Constraints and detection prospects in the direct detection cross section vs m� plane, for the heavy
mediator regime. We scan over yn and fix y� by demanding that the dark matter does not thermalize with �

for m� < m⇡. For m� > m⇡, the self-interaction constraint is used instead. We show the projected reach for
NEWS-G and SuperCDMS [55], as well as proposed experiments with superfluid helium [50] or color centers [39].
The orange shaded region is excluded by CRESST [27]. For all of the accessible direct detection for m� < 100

MeV, we note that � is in equilibrium with the SM until after the QCD phase transition and thus �Neff ⇡ 4
7 ,

which is in ⇡ 2� tension with current BBN and CMB bounds.
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case we take y� = 1 and assume � is a complex scalar with an asymmetric relic abundance. The blue lines
indicate the projected reach with superfluid helium in the multi-phonon and nuclear recoil modes [50], assuming
that the nuclear recoil mode includes energies from 3 meV up to 100 eV. We also show projected reach for color
centers [39], where in this case we show their sensitivity for the massless mediator limit.
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INELASTIC SCATTER

➤ The total energy deposited in elastic scatter: 

➤ Extra                suppression compared to the kinetic energy 
available. (from momentum +energy conservation) 

➤ Inelastic scatter with target does not suffer from this.

2

erable technological advances. In this letter, we pro-
pose a novel DM DD experiment that involves DM scat-
tering o↵ molecules to excite vibrational and rotational
modes. The excited vibrational modes are short lived and
decay rapidly, producing signal photons. Importantly,
since such excitations are inner degrees of freedom of the
molecules, the typical mDM/mtarget suppression of the
DM’s kinetic energy that is available for the interaction
(which is typical of nuclear recoil experiments) does not
exist. Instead, an O(1) fraction of the kinetic energy be-
comes available, allowing such an experiment to probe
much lower DM masses. The typical energy gaps of the
vibrational modes is ⇠ 100 meV and thus DM masses
which can probed are as low as ⇠ 100 keV; precisely the
region motivated above. Importantly, the technological
requirements for the realization of this proposal are ex-
pected to be available on relatively short time scales of
order [OS: ???].

The major backgrounds (BGs) for the experimental
setup described in this study are expected to be black-
body radiation (BBR) and the dark count rate of the
IR photo-detectors themselves. The rate of the former
depends strongly on the temperature of the experiment,
while the rate of the latter depends on results from IR
photo-detector technology, a field which is advancing
rapidly in recent years. Since these rate are expected
to be non-negligible, we consider in this study only pro-
cesses which result in the detection of multiple (two or
more) photons following a DM scattering event and only
low temperatures where the 2 photon BBR rate is ex-
tremely small, thus highly reducing BGs.

The general setup consists of... and is shown in Fig. 1.

II. EXCITATION OF MOLECULES VIA DARK
MATTER SCATTERING

[RE: other considerations: T low enough to have all
in vibrational ground state; BBR]

[OS: Add more kinematics, SD/SI cross section calcu-
lations and FF in this sections.]

In this section we discuss general features of DM scat-
tering with a bulk of gaseous target molecules. We de-
scribe some general properties of the molecules as well as
the kinematics and cross sections for DM-molecule scat-
terings.

A. Kinematics

In the experiment described below, the temperature
must be low enough so as not to create too large a BG
of BBR photons. This constraint on temperature turns
out to be in a range which is low enough such that any
diatomic molecule within the gas [OS: verify that this
is true for all molecules we might consider] will be in its
electronic and vibrational (v) ground state, v = 0. The

small temperature does allow for thermal excitation of
some low lying rotational (J) modes.
Thus, before a DM scattering event, the gas consists

of molecules with some small amount of angular momen-
tum but little kinetic energy. The DM interaction trans-
fers momentum ~q, angular momentum and energy to the
molecule. The energy transfer is converted to vibrational
and rotational excitation energy, �Ev,J , and to recoil en-
ergy of the entire molecule. Conservation of energy for
a scattering interaction with a molecule initially at rest
requires,

�Ev,J = ~v� · ~q �
q2

2µ�m
, (1)

where ~v� is the DM velocity and µ�m is the reduced
mass of the DM (m�) and molecule (mm) system. For
m� ⌧ mm, the reduced mass is approximately the DM
mass and, since q ⇡ m�v�, the maximal value of�Ev,J is
1
2m�v2�, i.e., the entire DM kinetic energy can be trans-
ferred to excite the vibrational mode of the molecule.
This is in sharp contrast to the usual elastic scattering
o↵ a nucleus with mass mN or even to the case of dis-
sociation of a molecule following scattering with DM. In
both cases the relevant degrees of freedom with which
the DM interacts are those of the recoiling nucleus itself
as opposed to the internal degrees of freedom of the ex-
cited molecular modes. Therefore, there is the additional
constraint that the total energy transfer to the target be,

Etot =
q2

2mN
⇡

m�

mN

1

2
m�v

2
�, (2)

and the available energy is suppressed by m�/mN. [OS:
I changed the way this was written. The old wording is
in version 7 and the comments in the tex. We should
discuss.]
[RE: discuss/comment on internal momenta of

molecule] To summarize, an order one fraction of the
DM’s kinetic energy is available for excitation of the
molecule. The approximate value of this order one num-
ber can be understood following some simple considera-
tions. The value of�Ev,J is set by the values of the initial
and final vibrational and rotational quantum numbers of
the target (v and J). These values also set the precise
fraction of q/2m� which is available for exciting the sys-
tem by considering momentum conservation, i.e. there
is a relation between q and �Ev,J which is set by the
values of v and J . This can be understood by consider-
ing conservation of both momentum and angular momen-
tum. Each vibrational eigenfunction of the molecule cor-
responds to a wavefunction with some typical spread of
momenta. The momenta of the interaction must be bal-
anced between the momentum transfer to the molecule
and the momentum spread of the initial and final eigen-
states of the molecule. This sets one relation between
q and v. Furthermore, each set of v and J values cor-
respond to some typical spatial separation between the
nuclei, b. When a DM particle scatters o↵ a molecule
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GAPPED SYSTEMS

➤ Gapped systems, that can be excited by DM scattering. 

➤ Find ways to Trigger on this. 

➤ Examples: Semi-conductors, Polar Molecules etc.

Inelastic scatter proposals 

SENSEI(arXiv:1804.00088) 

Polar Molecules (arXiv:1807.10291) 

Light Dark Matter Proposals References:  

Helium (arXiv:1611.06228) 

Nuclear dissociation (arXiv:1608.02940 ) 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.00088
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1807.10291
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1611.06228
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1608.02940


MOLECULES
➤ Described by a Morse Potential. 

➤ Approximately a Harmonic Oscillator potential. 

➤ A rich spectrum of vibrational levels (v) and rotational levels (j). 

➤ v levels approximately equally spaced. 

➤ Level splitting typically 500 meV. 

➤ Corresponds to DM mass 500 keV and above.
[1709.05354, Arvanitaki, Dimopoulos, Van Tilburg] for Absorption



DM SCATTERING OFF MOLECULES
➤ Method: Cool tank of 

molecular gas to ~ 55 K 
where only v=0 is populated 

➤ BBR is naturally low. 

➤ DM scatters molecules to 
some excited state (v’,j’). 

➤ Excited State Decays by 
emitting v’ photon(s). 

➤ Single photon detectors to 
detect signal. 

➤ Require a multi-photon signal 
to beat other backgrounds.

v=N

v=0CO (v=0)

DM particle

v=0

v=N
v=N-1

v=1

L

Adet

LL

x N

Cascade signal Co-quench signal

Excitation via dark matter scattering

v=1

v=N



COMPETING PROCESS: QUENCHING

➤ Resonant collisional quenching: 

➤ AB(v)+AB(0)         AB(v-1) +AB(1) 

➤ Rate abnormally large because of the approximately harmonic 
evenly spaced energy levels.  

➤ Resonant quenching rates lower for higher excited state 
where harmonic potential is a bad approximation. 

➤ Resonant rates are pressure dependent



TYPES OF SIGNAL PHOTONS

7

that all quenching mechanisms are subdominant, i.e,

�(res)
col (v0 ! v0 � 1) . Av0v0�1

...

�(res)
col (Nc + 1 ! Nc) . ANc+1Nc . (15)

where �(res)
col is used to represent both resonant and reg-

ular quenching. The resonant quenching rate is typically
larger and hence more constraining. For the first sev-
eral j’, the quenching rate increases with decreasing v as
seen from Fig [] and for some pressure dependent Nc and
below, the condition 15 does not hold anymore.

The decay chain depends on the branching ratios
(BRs) for spontaneous emission from each state in the
chain. These BRs approximately force each vibrational
mode to decay with �v = 1.

Thus we produce (v0 �Nc) cascade photons,

AB(v0) ! AB(v0 � 1) + �v0!v0�1

! AB(v0 � 2) + �v0!v0�1 + �v0�1!v0�2 ! ...

! AB(Nc) + (v0 �Nc) · � (16)

[RE :2�, di↵erent E] [RE: state energy of photons com-
ing out]

Once resonant quenching becomes dominant (i.e. when
the condition Eqn 15 no longer holds) the cascade stops
and is followed by co-quench signal. In general, the vi-
brational state where this happens, v = Nc is a J’ and
pressure p dependent quantity. This dependence is plot-
ted for the highest operating pressure 5 ⇥ 10�3 bar in
Figure 3. The yellow region represents a region where
collisional quenching is sub-dominant and the blue region
represents the opposite. If DM excites the molecule to
a (v0, j0) state in the yellow region, it cascades down till
it reaches the boundary of the two regimes, after which
collisional quenching produces Nc co-quench signals. If
there is no loss through regular quenching, v0 �Nc pho-
tons are cascade photons and the rest, Nc are co-quench
photons which do not have a large �MFP as explained
in section??[HR: fill]. This boundary is pressure depen-
dent, and slides down to lower v0 for lower pressure, thus,
in order to extract cascade photons from lower v0 the ex-
periment has to be run at lower pressures. The minimal
value of v0 = 3 is needed to avoid the problem of trans-
parency of the medium for at least two of the emitted
photons [RE: but v0 = 2 is ok for DC=0]. This would
require a pressure of 5⇥ 10�8 bar.

[HR: explain horn region and why it doesnt matter
too much, explain how Lower DM masses correspond to
lower v’ and j’ typically]

v=r

r x

FIG. 3. Candidate event: a v=82 j=[HR: fill] state decays
through cascade photons till it reaches Nc = [HR: fill] after
which collisional quenching takes over and produces Nc co-
quench photons. [HR: provide legend for White vs blue and
add a box T=55K, p=5⇥ 10�3 bar.]

B. Co-Quenching Signals

The molecule, AB, starts2 with vibrational quantum
number Nc � v0 � 2 whose corresponding energy,
�Ev0,0, is approximately an integer multiple of the en-
ergy of the lowest excited state, �Ev0,0 ⇡ N ·�E1,0, ow-
ing to the almost harmonic nature of some diatomics and
the energy resolution of current photodetectors. For ap-
propriate v00 (and j00) and pressure, resonant collisional
quenching becomes highly e�cient. [OS: Fix this be-
cause I’ve moved the equation up.] The result is that
after N � 1 collisions with ground state AB molecules
one gets N AB(1) molecules that then decay on a short
timescale (⇠ ms) to the ground state releasing N coinci-
dent photons,

N ·AB(1) ! N ·AB(0) +N · �, (17)

with energies �E1,0.
For co-quench signals, the collisional quenching rate

still needs to be small in comparison with the sponta-
neous emission decay rate, in other words,

�col(1 ! 0) . A10. (18)

2
typically as a result of cascade decays through Type 1 signal or

as a result of DM scattering

➤ Cascade photons: 

➤ At some pressure dependent Nc this stops and leads to repeated collisional 
quenching.

6

with increasing total pressure. For the candidate
molecule CO [HR: ....]

Resonant collisional quenching is a process whereby two
molecules interact and the energy gap required to excite
one is approximately equal to the energy gap required
to de-excite the other. For a molecule initially in some
excited (v0, J 0) state, and for the case where transitions
with |�v| > 1 can be neglected (which is always the
case for the systems considered in this study), this can
be written as,

AB(v0, J 0) +N · AB(0) ! AB(v0 � 1, Jint) + AB(1, Jfin,i)

+(N � 1) ·AB(0) + Ek,i ! ... !
NX

i

AB(1, Jfin,i) + Etot
k .

(13)

Here, Jint are intermediate values of the rotational quan-
tum number which occur during the cascade from v0 to
v = 1. Jfin,i are the final rotational quantum numbers
of each molecule which reacts during the cascade. The
AB(0) molecules are vibrational ground state molecules
in the gas with rotational values corresponding to the
MB distribution (the J symbol has been suppressed for
simplicity). The final result is N = v0�1 molecules in the
excited v = 1 state with arbitrary Jfin,i values. Etot

k is
the small amount of residual kinetic energy released; this
accounts for the only approximate equality of excitations
energies.

The entire process relies on vibrational-rotational en-
ergy transfer which is parametrically enhanced because
of the approximate matching of energy levels. The rate
for this process, �res

col(v
0, J 0), depends on both the excited

vibrational and rotational quantum numbers, v0 and J 0,
and it becomes larger when the energy matching between
the up-scattered and down-scattered molecules becomes
better. For example, if the excited molecule with (v0, J 0)
is in a low rotational state, and since the up-scattered
molecules always have J . 10 in our proposed setup
[HR: change], energy splittings are well approximated
by Eqs. (4) and (5). For this case it becomes clear that
increasing v0 results in decreasing �res

col(v
0, J 0) because the

energy matching gets worse as v0 increases. For larger
values of J 0 the result becomes less trivial.

The quantity Br(v0, J 0) defined as,

Br(v0, j0) =
A(v0, v0 � 1)

A(v0, v0 � 1) + �res
col(v

0, J 0)(v0, J 0)
(14)

needs to be maximized to extract useful signal. In order
to understand this, the pressure at which, this branching

ratio is 50%, pv
0,j0

50 is plotted in Figure 2 for the candidate
molecule CO. Since the quenching rate is exponentially
suppressed for high v0 and low J 0, these excitations can
result in photon signals even for larger pressures. How-
ever, if one were to access the v0 = 3 state, one has to dial
down pressures to 5⇥ 10�8 bar where the second photon
will still have a large branching fraction.

FIG. 2. [HR: add a box T=55K.] The pressure pv
0,j0

50 at which
Br(v0, j0) = 50% is plotted as a function of J 0 for di↵erent v0

[HR: add bridge sentence or remove following para-
graph completely]

It should be noted that the end result of resonant col-
lisional quenching is a set of N molecules in the excited
v = 1 state. Thus, although this process in principle com-
petes with spontaneous emission, it potentially results in
N photons emitted from spontaneous vibrational 1 ! 0
transitions. This point will be discussed in further detail
below. Finally, since resonant collisional quenching oc-
curs only via collisions with other target molecules, only
the partial pressure of the target gas is relevant, i.e., that
of the AB molecules.

IV. SIGNAL GENERATION

As stated above, this study considers processes which
produce at least two coincident IR photons of approxi-
mately equal wavelengths following a molecular excita-
tion. This is possible in one of two ways.

A. Cascade Signals

.

The molecule is excited to a state with vibrational
quantum number v0 � 3 which will cascade decay
through multiple lower states via the spontaneous emis-
sion process as long as the pressure is low enough such
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that all quenching mechanisms are subdominant, i.e,

�(res)
col (v0 ! v0 � 1) . Av0v0�1

...

�(res)
col (Nc + 1 ! Nc) . ANc+1Nc . (15)

where �(res)
col is used to represent both resonant and reg-

ular quenching. The resonant quenching rate is typically
larger and hence more constraining. For the first sev-
eral j’, the quenching rate increases with decreasing v as
seen from Fig [] and for some pressure dependent Nc and
below, the condition 15 does not hold anymore.

The decay chain depends on the branching ratios
(BRs) for spontaneous emission from each state in the
chain. These BRs approximately force each vibrational
mode to decay with �v = 1.

Thus we produce (v0 �Nc) cascade photons,

AB(v0) ! AB(v0 � 1) + �v0!v0�1

! AB(v0 � 2) + �v0!v0�1 + �v0�1!v0�2 ! ...

! AB(Nc) + (v0 �Nc) · � (16)

[RE :2�, di↵erent E] [RE: state energy of photons com-
ing out]

Once resonant quenching becomes dominant (i.e. when
the condition Eqn 15 no longer holds) the cascade stops
and is followed by co-quench signal. In general, the vi-
brational state where this happens, v = Nc is a J’ and
pressure p dependent quantity. This dependence is plot-
ted for the highest operating pressure 5 ⇥ 10�3 bar in
Figure 3. The yellow region represents a region where
collisional quenching is sub-dominant and the blue region
represents the opposite. If DM excites the molecule to
a (v0, j0) state in the yellow region, it cascades down till
it reaches the boundary of the two regimes, after which
collisional quenching produces Nc co-quench signals. If
there is no loss through regular quenching, v0 �Nc pho-
tons are cascade photons and the rest, Nc are co-quench
photons which do not have a large �MFP as explained
in section??[HR: fill]. This boundary is pressure depen-
dent, and slides down to lower v0 for lower pressure, thus,
in order to extract cascade photons from lower v0 the ex-
periment has to be run at lower pressures. The minimal
value of v0 = 3 is needed to avoid the problem of trans-
parency of the medium for at least two of the emitted
photons [RE: but v0 = 2 is ok for DC=0]. This would
require a pressure of 5⇥ 10�8 bar.

[HR: explain horn region and why it doesnt matter
too much, explain how Lower DM masses correspond to
lower v’ and j’ typically]

v=r

r x

FIG. 3. Candidate event: a v=82 j=[HR: fill] state decays
through cascade photons till it reaches Nc = [HR: fill] after
which collisional quenching takes over and produces Nc co-
quench photons. [HR: provide legend for White vs blue and
add a box T=55K, p=5⇥ 10�3 bar.]

B. Co-Quenching Signals

The molecule, AB, starts2 with vibrational quantum
number Nc � v0 � 2 whose corresponding energy,
�Ev0,0, is approximately an integer multiple of the en-
ergy of the lowest excited state, �Ev0,0 ⇡ Nc ·�E1,0, ow-
ing to the almost harmonic nature of some diatomics and
the energy resolution of current photodetectors. For ap-
propriate v00 (and j00) and pressure, resonant collisional
quenching becomes highly e�cient. [OS: Fix this be-
cause I’ve moved the equation up.] The result is that
after Nc � 1 collisions with ground state AB molecules
one gets N AB(1) molecules that then decay on a short
timescale (⇠ ms) to the ground state releasing N coinci-
dent photons,

Nc ·AB(1) ! Nc ·AB(0) +Nc · �, (17)

with energies �E1,0.
For co-quench signals, the collisional quenching rate

still needs to be small in comparison with the sponta-
neous emission decay rate, in other words,

�col(1 ! 0) . A10. (18)

2
typically as a result of cascade decays through Type 1 signal or

as a result of DM scattering

➤ Then each of these AB(v=1) molecules decay giving Nc photons

➤ Starting with a DM excitation to v’,  

we have v’-Nc cascade and Nc co-quench photons

➤ Co-Quench photons are resonant with ground state 
➤ Employ Helium as buffer gas to induce pressure broadening 
➤ Makes medium more transparent 
➤ Still sensitive only to sub-volume of detector



DECAY SCHEME

Co-quench

Dissociation

a3Π Energetically available 

Experimentally unobserved

v

J

Co-Quench signal

Cascade signal
vb

0



BACKGROUNDS

➤ Thermal population of higher excited states — too low 

➤ BBR — too low at 55K. 

➤ Dark counts of the detector (MKIDs, Nanowires etc)— still 
R&D required to determine 

➤ Radio / Cosmogenics 
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HOW ABOUT CONSTRAINING THE MEDIATOR ITSELF 
INSTEAD? 



LIGHT DARK MATTER MEDIATORS
➤ For LDM DD, mediator cannot be too heavy to keep cross-sections 

accessible. 

➤ Opportunity to constrain the mediator itself. 

➤ NA64, BDX, LDMX etc are proposed to look for forces coupled to 
electrons (or DM itself) 

➤ Nucleophilic forces are harder to constrain.
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FIG. 5: Thermal targets for a subset of the dark photon mediated models in Fig. 4, but presented in the
✏2 � mA0 plane with fixed ↵D = 0.5. The different thermal targets (black contours) correspond to various
choices of mA0/m� just above the resonance (mA0 ⇡ 2 m�) where � freezes out through annihilations
to SM fermions, �� ! A0⇤

! ff̄ . The thermal targets presented here are consistent with the results of
Ref. [94]. The shaded gray regions are excluded from previous experiments, such as a BaBar monophoton
analysis [89], and beam dump searches at LSND [78], E137 [16, 79], and MiniBooNE [88]. In dot-dashed
blue is the projected sensitivity of a monophoton search at Belle II presented in Ref. [1] and computed
by rescaling the 20 fb�1 background study up to 50 ab�1 [80]. Also shown in dot-dashed purple is the
projected reach of the beam dump experiment BDX [76, 95]. The projected sensitivity of LDMX is shown
in solid (dot-dashed) red, assuming 1016 EOT from a 8 (16) GeV electron beam and a 10% radiation length
tungsten (aluminum) target.

projected LDMX sensitivity in Fig. 4 corresponds to a 10% radiation length tungsten target scaled
up to an 8 GeV beam and 10

16 EOT relative to a background study with a 4 GeV beam and
4 ⇥ 10

14 EOT [1]. This is a reasonable extrapolation because the photonuclear background rate
and the background veto inefficiency dramatically decrease with a larger beam energy.

Source:LDMX



STATUS OF NUCLEOPHILIC FORCES - SCALAR MODELeV keV MeV GeV
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FIG. 1. Constraints on a sub-GeV scalar mediator, given in terms of the effective scalar-nucleon coupling yn.
In the top panel, we assume that the nucleon interaction is generated by a �-top coupling and in the bottom
panel, we assume it is generated by a �-gluon coupling (for instance from a heavy colored fermion). We show
limits from fifth force [68] and neutron scattering searches [69] (orange), rare meson decays (green), and stellar
cooling limits from HB stars [70] (red), RG stars [70] (purple) and SN1987A (blue).
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Supernova Trapping window

Source:1709.07882, Knapen, Lin, Zurek



LOOPHOLES TO BUILD DM MODELS…
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FIG. 5. Direct detection cross section as function of the dark matter mass, where the mediator mass is
m� = 10�3m�. We show the case that � is all the dark matter (left) and where � composes 5% of the dark
matter (right). In the former case y� is fixed by saturating the self-interaction constraint, while in the latter
case we take y� = 1 and assume � is a complex scalar with an asymmetric relic abundance. The blue lines
indicate the projected reach with superfluid helium in the multi-phonon and nuclear recoil modes [50], assuming
that the nuclear recoil mode includes energies from 3 meV up to 100 eV. We also show projected reach for color
centers [39], where in this case we show their sensitivity for the massless mediator limit.
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FIG. 6. Constraints and detection prospects in the direct detection cross section vs m� plane, for the heavy
mediator regime. We scan over yn and fix y� by demanding that the dark matter does not thermalize with �

for m� < m⇡. For m� > m⇡, the self-interaction constraint is used instead. We show the projected reach for
NEWS-G and SuperCDMS [55], as well as proposed experiments with superfluid helium [50] or color centers [39].
The orange shaded region is excluded by CRESST [27]. For all of the accessible direct detection for m� < 100

MeV, we note that � is in equilibrium with the SM until after the QCD phase transition and thus �Neff ⇡ 4
7 ,

which is in ⇡ 2� tension with current BBN and CMB bounds.
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➤ missing energy experiments stay agnostic to decay modes 

➤ furthermore, pay small factor only once 

➤ how do we do this for a baryonic force? 

➤ MET search for baryons is a messy enterprise. 

➤ Missing Gamma decays 

➤ Usual large number: EOT 

➤ Here: Avogadro number of decaying nuclei

MET 



THE GAMMAS FROM NUCLEAR DECAYS  
HIDING FROM INVESTIGATORS  

(GANDHI) EXPERIMENT
NUCLEAR PHYSICS FOR PEACE

Detect
Missing

Quotes wrongly attributed to Mahatma Gandhi:  

“A gamma for a gamma makes… ”



CASCADE GAMMA DECAYS SCHEMATIC

Cascades happen because it is easier to shed two units of spin at a time  

rather than shedding all 6 at once.

Nucleus A 6+

Nucleus B* 6+

Nucleus B* 4+

Nucleus B* 2+

Beta Decay

Nucleus B 0+

Gamma decay

Gamma decay

Gamma decay



EXAMPLES
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FIG. 1. Reach for 60Co and 24Na experimental proposals for 105, 1010, 1014 and 1019 decaying mother nuclei. Also shown are
direct limits from binding in Nuclear matter [33], limits from cooling in SN1987A and Horizontal Branch stars [32] and indirect
limits from meson decays in a UV complete model (refer text). Also shown in red is the region that could explain the proton
radius and muon g-2 puzzles simultaneously[33].

60Co 0 MeV, 5+
T1/2 = 5.3 yr

60Ni 0 MeV, 0+

1.33 MeV, 2+

2.16 MeV, 2+
2.51 MeV, 4+

�1

�2

�3

�1,99.88%,0.32 MeV

�2,0.001%,0.67 MeV

�3,0.12%,1.49 MeV

E�1 = 1.17 MeV

E�2 = 1.33 MeV

E�3 = 0.35 MeV

E�4 = 2.16 MeV

�1

�2

�3

�4

FIG. 2. Decay scheme of 60Co

Scientifically, the perspectives o↵ered by 24Na are more
promising. The signal in this case would be given by the
detection of the � with the largest branching ratio (�2 in
Figure 3) followed by �5 with 2.75 MeV, with the corre-
sponding disappearance of �6 with 1.37 MeV. For 24Na,
there are two intrinsic backgrounds, both of which can
be easily suppressed. With reference Figure 3, the parent
nucleus can decay via the emission of �3. If �3 has enough
energy and �6 is absorbed in vicinity of the source, this

could be misinterpreted as the sum of �2 and �5. This
type of event can easily be removed with the requirement
that �5 has to be detected su�ciently far from the source.
A second background arises in the main branch if �2 has
very small energy and �6 is absorbed next to the source.
This possibility can be rejected setting an upper limit
smaller than E�6 for the energy deposition next to the
source. The main drawback of 24Na is its short half-life
of about 15 hr, which necessitates the placement of the
detector in the vicinity of the source production site, as
well as the use of a detector technology which allows the
repeated source insertion and removal. On the long term,
one could envisage a two stages approach in which 60Co
is first used to test and improve the technology, followed
by a 24Na phase with more ambitious physics goals.

Finally, a small fraction of the decays proceed through
cascades with second photons with much higher energy
than the benchmark photons we discuss for both 60Co
and 24Na (�3[Trigger] + �4[Miss]). This increases the
reach to higher � masses albeit with lesser sensitivity.
This shows up as a kink in Figure 1 .
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24Na 0 MeV, 4+
T1/2 = 15 hr

24Mg 0 MeV, 0+

1.37 MeV, 2+
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E�5 = 2.75 MeV

E�6 = 1.37 MeV

FIG. 3. Decay scheme of 24Na

A. Design Characteristics

FIG. 4. Schematic rendering of the experimental design: the
scintillator modules are stacked in layers with alternating ori-
entations and are coupled to light detectors (grey cylinders)
on both ends. The central module, used for triggering on
� events, is shown in blue and can be made of a di↵erent
material or size.

The required high containment e�ciency and time res-
olution can only be achieved with liquid or solid scintil-
lators. If a 24Na source is to be used, a promising design
is that of a stack of solid scintillator modules with the
source as a thin foil at the center, as depicted in Figure 4.
To minimize the dead volume, one can substitute the
standard reflective foils with ultra-thin nano-fabricated
coatings, for which the technology is readily available.
The detection e�ciency can be maximized by coupling
light detectors (e.g. PMTs or SiPMs) at the two ends
of each module. While some scintillating crystals o↵er

higher light yields (LY ) of up to 6·104 photons/MeV [36],
their maximum size is limited by crystal growth technol-
ogy, and their cost tends to scale up quickly with size.
Plastic scintillators on the other hand can typically sus-
tain a higher count rate thanks to lower decay times, are
cheaper, and can be molded in almost arbitrary shape
and size. Their main drawback is the light output, lim-
ited to ⇠ 104 photons/MeV [36].
We developed a full Geant4 [37] Monte Carlo (MC)

simulation to evaluate the containment e�ciency as a
function of the active detector size, and quantify the
importance of the intrinsic 60Co background described
above. For simplicity, we simulated a cubic active vol-
ume of side l, composed of rectangular cuboids of volume
l ⇥ d⇥ d arranged in alternating orientations.
In the following calculations, we assume a LY of

104 photons/MeV (typical for a plastic scintillator such
as BC-404 [36]) and conservatively scale it down by a
factor 3 to account for the self-adsorption and possible
ine�ciencies in the light propagation to the detetor, a
25% Quantum E�ciency (QE) for the light detectors,
and an energy resolution given by:

�E =

p
3 · LY ·QE · E

LY ·QE
. (8)

IV. EVENT SELECTION

As mentioned above, the signal signature is an energy
deposition compatible with that of the �1 in the mod-
ule(s) next to the source, and an energy compatible with
that of �1 for 60Co deposited elsewhere, or with �2 and �5
for 24Na. In order to mitigate backgrounds, we segment
the detector into three regions (see figure 4). First, we
have a central module around the source whose purpose
is to measure the beta from the source. This module
will have a size ⇠ cm, so that it can completely stop the
⇠ MeV betas produced by the source. Surrounding this
central module, we will have an inner module of thickness
⇠ 10 cm, corresponding to one radiation length of the ex-
pected gammas. The inner modules are surrounded by
outer modules that extend to su�ciently many radiation
lengths to achieve the necessary containment.
Our event selection protocol works as follows: we de-

mand that there is an energy deposition in the central
module consistent with the initial beta. We then de-
mand that the subsequent gammas deposit all of their
energy in the inner modules of the detector. If there is
any energy deposited in the outer modules within the ⇠

ns timing resolution of the experiment or if the gamma
ray energy deposited in the inner module is inconsistent
with the expected energy, we veto the event.
This strategy sacrifices O (1) of the signal, where the

gammas travel a few radiation lengths before scattering
or have soft collisions in these inner modules. On the
other hand, this eliminates the need to carefully recon-
struct activity that occurs in the outer modules which
house most of the volume of the detector.



OTHER ISOTOPE CANDIDATES

46Sc, 124Sb, 48V, 154Eu, 207Bi and finally 48Sc



SIGNAL

➤ Cobalt foil inside a hermetically sealed detector 

➤ Trigger on first gamma 

➤ Signal event is :  

beta 

first gamma 

(missing subsequent gamma) 

All other gammas 

No other energy deposit in the timeframe



PHOTON DETECTION

➤ Photon detection with minimum dead-time 

➤ Energy resolution, very important. 

➤ Minimal dead regions/cracks, hermeticity sealed. 

➤ Intrinsic Radioactivity needs to be kept low 

➤ Large detector volumes might be required to make 
sure second gamma was not missed, difficult to grow 
crystals. 

➤ Plastic Scintillators are ideal choice - BC-404 

➤ A Hybrid plastic Scintillator core + liquid scintillator 
body might work also.



DETECTOR SCHEME

➤ Hermetic Detector divided into 3 
modules 

➤ Central modules to completely stop 
betas ~ cm 

➤ Inner module to detect majority of 
the gammas ~ 10cm. Require 
detection of first gamma here 

➤ Outer module depending on the 
efficiency required.
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Putting this all together,

�(�)

��,E2

⇠
1

2

⇣gp
e

⌘2
 
1�

m2
�

!2

! 5
2

. (6)

Assuming a 100 % e�ciency in photon detection, we plot
the reach for 105,1010 and 1014 decaying mother nuclei.
These roughly correspond to 10�2 Hz, 103 Hz, 107 Hz
triggering frequency for a 1 year run. The reach is plotted
in Figure 1 for experiments using 60Co and 24Na. If this
sensitivity is successfully attained, this experiment will
probe the entire trapping window of mediators in the
mass range 100 keV to ⇠ 1.3 MeV.

III. EXPERIMENTAL CONCEPT

From Equation 6 it follows that an experiment search-
ing for the disappearance of a gamma ray with energy E�

is sensitive to a scalar � with a mass up to E� . A positive
signal would allow the measurement of the coupling term
gp, but not of m�. The experimental sensitivity goes as
the ratio between the decay rate into the dark sector and
the standard one:

ĝp =
gp
e

/

s
�(�)

��

. (7)

Figure 1 shows two unexplored regions, corresponding
to [105, 1014] decays, and to > 1019 decays. While the
latter is hardly feasible with current detector technology,
it is possible to probe the first region with one year of
livetime, provided that the experimental apparatus can
sustain a count rate of ⇠ 10 MHz and has a containment
e�ciency "c �

�
1� 10�14

�
. Such a high e�ciency is

only reachable with a liquid or solid detector with a large
enough continuous active volume.

Additional requirements are imposed by the choice of
the gamma emitting isotope. To maximize the accessible
parameter space region, we want E� to be large, above
the current HB stars exclusion limits at ⇠ 200 keV. More-
over, the considered decay must o↵er a clean signature
with no intrinsic backgrounds. Restricting our discus-
sion to ↵ and � decaying isotopes only, we need to be
able to detect distinct energy depositions for the ↵/�
and the daughter gamma ray(s). In practice, any ra-
dioactive source has a finite size and ↵ particles of few
MeV have a range of order of tens of nm in average-Z
materials. This strongly suppresses the ↵ detection e�-
ciency for all those atoms which are not on the surface
of the source, and leads us to the choice of � decaying
nuclei. One possibility is to select an isotope that under-
goes � decay followed by a single gamma de-excitation
of the daughter nucleus, such as 137Cs. The signal sig-
nature would be an energy deposition compatible with
that of the � in a location next to that of the source.
A much more identifiable signature would be that of a

� decay followed by two gammas in cascade, as for ex-
ample in the case of 60Co. A signal-like event would be
characterized by the � energy deposition in vicinity of
the source, and a gamma energy deposition elsewhere in
the detector volume. The distinction between the two
energy depositions requires a specific space resolution,
which depends on the energies of the involved particles.
Typically, gamma from nuclear de-excitations are emit-
ted within ps or ns from the original decay and would
be considered in coincidence with it for most detector
technologies. The requirement of a double coincidence
within a O(ns) time window strongly suppresses random
coincidences and background events induced by isotopes
decaying in cascade. On the other hand, the potential
presence of intrinsic backgrounds induced by the source
itself and mimicking the gamma disappearance must be
considered in the isotope choice.

The practicality of the source production and usage
imposes additional requirements to the selection of the
isotope and of the detector technology. First of all, the
isotope half-life has to be long enough to allow the source
transportation to the experiment site, its insertion in the
detector, and a measurement time su�cient to collect
the required statistics. Thus, isotopes with an half-life
& 1 yr are preferable. Alternatively, we could envisage
the repeated production and insertion of the source in
the experimental apparatus, provided that this is close
enough to the production site. Such a choice allows the
use of isotopes with half-lifes down to several hours, but
imposes the capability to insert and extract the source in
the detector without a↵ecting its performance, and the
availability of a long term dedicated source production
facility, e.g. a beam line. Furthermore, the necessity of
measuring the � in a given location restricts our choice
to solid state sources on thin enough materials to min-
imize the self-absorption. Finally, isotopes for which a
production technology exists with industrial standards
are preferable.

Two isotopes that fulfill most of these criteria are 60Co
and 24Na. With 60Co (Figure 2), we can search for the
disappearance of the 1.33 MeV gamma. The signal signa-
ture is therefore a twofold energy deposition by the � and
the 1.17 MeV gamma. On the one hand, 60Co is a com-
mercially available isotope with a half-life that perfectly
fits the live time of a hypothetical experiment. On the
other hand, the relatively low end-point of the � spec-
trum (0.32 MeV) and the small di↵erence between the
energy of the two gammas impose strict requirements in
terms of energy threshold and resolution. Furthermore,
60Co is a↵ected by an intrinsic background in that it has
a 0.12% branching ratio into the 1.33 MeV excited state
of 60Ni. A signal like event can be detected if most of
the energy is carried away by the anti-neutrino, and if
the 1.33 MeV gamma undergoes a soft-Compton scatter-
ing in proximity of the source and is then fully absorbed
elsewhere. The actual importance of this background
strongly depends on the detector material and on the
spatial resolution.

INVISIBLE BRANCHING FRACTION
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other nuclear levels by the decaying source.
The feasibility of such an experiment is the focus of

this paper. Since the missing particles are produced in
the decays of nuclear isomers, the experiment is maxi-
mally sensitive to particles coupled to baryons. Our re-
sults indicate that this scheme has the potential to probe
invisible branching fractions ⇠ 10�12

� 10�14. This is
of significant interest: there are poor limits on parti-
cles with mass ' 100 keV that couple to baryons [1].
Several dark matter experiments are presently under de-
velopment to search for interactions between the dark
matter and the Standard Model mediated by particles
around this mass scale. Particles in this parameter space
have also been invoked to explain the proton radius and
(g � 2)

µ
anomalies. Moreover, such light particles can be

produced in type II supernova and their cosmic popula-
tions can potentially be discovered in current dark matter
detectors. A light, weakly-coupled particle in this scale
could significantly a↵ect the dynamics of type II super-
novae, potentially resolving long standing puzzles asso-
ciated with the production of shock waves necessary to
trigger such explosions. An experiment that can probe
invisible branching fractions ⇠ 10�12

� 10�14 thus has
significant phenomenological implications.

We start by presenting a simple toy model in Section II,
where we review current bounds and identify the exper-
imentally accessible parameter space. Following this, we
describe the experiment in greater detail in Section III.
Section IV deals with the event selection. Sensitivity and
backgrounds are treated in Section V, while the tech-
nological challenges and further improvements are pre-
sented in Section VI. Finally, we conclude in Section VII.

II. A TOY MODEL

Consider the operator:

L = gp�p̄p (1)

describing the interactions of a light scalar � with protons
p. Such a scalar is a popular way to couple nucleons and
dark matter. � can be emitted during nuclear decays and
can be probed by this proposed experiment. Taking this
as our benchmark model, we quote the sensitivity of our
experiment in terms of the coupling gp.

There are a variety of constraints on �. Major con-
straints arise from astrophysics; cooling of stars / super-
novae from energy carried away by this scalar. These are
treated in detail in various texts [32] and we summarize
the major results here. There are strong constraints on
ĝp from horizontal branch stars and red giants when the
mass of � is less than 100 keV. Above 100 keV, there
are limits from the cooling of SN1987A up to 100 MeV.
However, for moderately large couplings, � is trapped in
the supernova and does not contribute to cooling. This
trapping window is a prime target for the proposed ex-
periment.

In addition to these astrophysical constraints, there are
direct constraints from terrestrial experiments on cou-
pling to nucleons. These are summarized in [33] and are
relatively weak. Additional constraints can be placed on
this scenario from UV-completing this model. These are
somewhat model dependent. For example, this nucleon
coupling can be generated via heavy quark couplings or
through gluons (via the operator �GG). Limits from
Kaon decays can set limits on these models. These were
considered in detail in [34]. Here we instead consider
coupling to light quarks, which are not as constrained.
Starting with yq�q̄q leads both to a meson coupling

and nucleon coupling,

L �
yq
mq

�(m2
⇡
⇡+⇡� + fq

N
mN N̄N) (2)

where the fq

N
for light quarks are tabulated in [35]. Here

gN = gq

mq
fq

N
mN . The former term in the e↵ective La-

grangian results in a new decay channel K+
! ⇡+�.

The branching fraction in the mK � m⇡ � m� limit is
given by:

�K!⇡�

�K!µ⌫µ

=
3y2

q
f2
⇡
m4

⇡

4m2
K
m2

µ
m2

q

(3)

The branching ratio for invisible decays of charged
Kaons is constrained to Br(K ! ⇡�)  1.7.10�10 . This
then sets a limit gN  4.10�5.

A. Reach

Our analysis of the experimental reach suggests a sen-
sitivity to invisible decay modes with a branching ratio
⇠ 10�12

� 10�14. In this sub-section, we describe the
conversion between this experimental sensitivity and the
coupling gp.
This particular computation strictly applies to cou-

plings to protons and ignores the coupling to neutrons
because of the ease of porting known photon matrix el-
ements to those of �. The estimate of the branching
fraction also requires knowledge of the specific nuclear
transitions. In our proposed experiment, we consider two
promising radioactive sources (see Section III for details):
60Co and 24Na. In both these cases the relevant gamma
transitions are E2 transitions.
For an E2 transition, the quadrupole Hamiltonian that

is induced by this Yukawa coupling is(see for e.g. [27]):

H�

int = gpR
i

p
Rj

p
rirj�(k) , (4)

where �(k) is the free-particle wave-function. Comparing
this to

H�

int = eRi

p
Rj

p
ri✏j , (5)

notice that for a massive scalar, the momentum k =q
!2 �m2

�
, where ! is the energy gap of the transition.



1.33 MEV GAMMA MIMICKING 1.17 MEV GAMMA
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V. SENSITIVITY AND BACKGROUNDS

To estimate the e�cacy of the above signature, we de-
fine a region of interest (ROI) [E� � n�E , E� + n�E ]
around the energy of the considered gamma. All pro-
cesses which can mimic this signature represent possible
backgrounds which can hinder a discovery.

To quantify the e↵ect of each background, we compute
the 3� discovery sensitivity as a function of the live time
of the measurement t and of the other experimental pa-
rameters. In general, the number of signal events s can
be written as:

s = "t · "ROI

�(�)

��

· "MC ·A · t , (9)

where "t is the trigger e�ciency, "ROI is the fraction of
signal events with energy deposition in the inner mod-
ules falling in the selected ROI, "MC is the containment
e�ciency, and A is the source activity. The number of
background events is given by:

b = "t · "b ·A · t , (10)

where "b is the probability of a specific background to in-
duce an event in the ROI. In all calculations we can safely
assume "t = "MC = 1, and compute the sensitivity as a
function of the exposure A · t. We define the discovery
sensitivity as that value of �(�)/�� for which an experi-
ment has a 50% probability to measure a positive signal
above background with a significance of at least 3�. We
compute this following the heuristic counting approach
described in Ref. [38].

A. Photon Miss

The first background arises if the gamma under in-
vestigation is not absorbed in the active detector vol-
ume. In our design, this can happen only in the source
itself, or if the gamma escapes undetected. Therefore,
the source must consist of a thin enough foil to make
the self-adsorption negligible, and the detector size must
be such that "MC � (1 � 10�A·t). In order to reach
a ĝp ⇠ 10�7, the total detector size must cover 32 in-
teraction lengths, corresponding to ⇠ 10 m for BC-404.
Such a high containment represents a major technolog-
ical challenge for the proposed design, as the presence
of empty and dead volumes has to be avoided at any
cost. Empty volumes can presumably be avoided using
scintillator modules with non-trivial shapes to avoid di-
rect lines of sight between the source and the outside
world, together with the aforementioned thin film reflec-
tive coatings.

B. 1.33 MeV gamma mimicking 1.17 MeV gamma

In the 60Co case, another background is induced by
the misreading of a 1.33 MeV gamma as a 1.17 MeV one.

210 410 610 810 1010 1210 1410
Number of decays
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7−10

6−10

5−10

4−10

3−10

2−10

1−10
pg σ1 ± γROI = E

σ2 ± γROI = E
σ3 ± γROI = E
σ4 ± γROI = E

Na24No bkg; 

FIG. 5. Discovery sensitivity curve at 3� significance with
60Co for di↵erent choices of the ROI. The dashed line shows
the case with no background, or with 24Na.
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d = 3cm

d = 4cm

d = 5cm

d = 10cm
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FIG. 6. Discovery sensitivity curve at 3� significance with
60Co with the inclusion of the soft-Compton for di↵erent sizes
of the scintillator module.

This is possible if the energy resolution is such that a
non-negligible fraction of 1.33 MeV events can fall in the
ROI. It can only occur if the decay follows the weaker
60Co branch, and if E�2 < 0.32 MeV. The background
e�ciency is:

"b = 0.0012 · P (E�2 < 0.32 MeV) · P (E�2 2 ROI). (11)

MC simulations give P (E�2 < 0.32 MeV) ' 0.8, with
a weak dependence on the scintillator module size, d.
Using this value, we obtain the discovery sensitivity as a
function of the exposure shown in Figure 5.

C. Soft-Compton events

For 60Co, the weak decay branch causes a second type
of background, if E�2 < 0.32 MeV, and if �2 makes a soft-
Compton scattering in the same scintillator module(s)

➤ As statistics increase, need tighter cuts in order to keep the 
tails of the singular second gamma from causing fakes. 
Happens mainly because E2>E1 

➤ 24Na does not suffer from this….

Mixing angle
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A DARK MATTER ACCELERATOR



DARK MATTER ACCELERATOR

➤ Slow Moving/ Inelastic Dark matter very hard to constrain 
terrestrially 

➤ Metastable nuclei — long lifetime in excited state because of 
angular momentum suppression during decay 

➤ This suppression does not exist for scattering 

➤ DM can down-scatter metastable nuclei and steal energy
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CONCLUSIONS

➤ A rich spectrum of molecules and 
nuclei could be used for unique dark 
matter experiments 

➤ Nuclear gamma decays for Baryonic 
Forces 

➤ Molecular vibrations for Light Dark 
Matter scattering experiments


